Application
Mission: Entrepreneurs dedicated to growing our local community –
economically, socially or environmentally.
Each applicant is required to submit the following information:
1. Name of business: Bainbridge Island Community Network, Real Economy, Real Government, Diogenes Award
2. Name of Business Owner/Authorized Agent: Dave Henry
3. Position/Title at Business: Owner/Creator
4. Phone #: 206-842-0236
5. E-Mail Address: daveh@realeconomy.net (dhenry1@gmail.com)
6. Street Address: 261 Madison Ave. So. #115
7. City/State: Bainbrdige Island, WA
8. Zip code: 98110
9. UBI #: ss #
10. Entity Type: LLC; Corporation, Partnership, Sole Proprietor :
sole proprietor & Non-profit in mothballs at the moment.

11. Year Founded: Starting back in the early 80's
12. # of Employees, if any: none
13. Total sales for the past 12 months, if any: none
14. Business Website and Social Media presence (please provide links, if any):
bicomnet.com (in mothblls/active), bainbridgeisland.org (in mothballs/active), realeconomy.net (holding page, future)
Future - Diogenesaward.org, Homebased-biz.net, TributaryJournalist.org&com, NetTheVote.org & com
RealGovernment.net, DavesBrain.org, ConnectingThreads.org and many more domians (strategically eliminated)
around specific purposes.
Each project functions seperatly but weaves together into an "Uber Structure" the world has yet to see. You have to
think big to understand. I have the usual Facebook & Linkedin accounts as token presences but do not activly use
them. I consider it a fading technology in the future & I want to control my personal information & projects. Use email
to contact me.

In addition, please answer each question below. Remember, responses may be shared on
may be shared on Kitsap Bank’s website/social media during the
voting process.
1. Tell us about your business?
My life has been my business. Third grade teacher nick-named me the "senator" because I tried to get others to work
together. In junior high I spotted a business opportunity when a 25 acres housing development moved in next to us.
Fenced in all the back yards with heavy clay, with 3 foot wide gates, no improvements. Talked my folks into buying a
Troy built rototiller biggest size to get through the gates. Gave business cards to realtor in show room to put on kitchen
counters in houses. Made $10/hr in 60's, paid back folks that season (more than many adults at that time per hr.) Many
other businesses since then. Most successful. Helped many companies get started, closed down some also (learned
more from the closers). Worked for big companies – Corp of Engineers, Cal trans, video production in Bay Area,
Boeing Co, media & marketing div. A project with the National Science Foundation - co-patent holder of this project
http://www.ractent.com/ (early 80's important because of bring the military version of the internet out into the world
through NSF. My next evolution for combining all my life's skills, creation of a community web site on Bainbridge Island
as a model for a nation starting in 1990. (biggest mistake of my life, choosing Bainbridge Island for the model). The
next evolution is the prime time play. Everything till now is the story and a documented record of accomplishments and
failures and why such a wonderful thing was targeted for destruction by the existing infrastructures.
However after I created a good model here on Bainbridge I moved out into Kitsap County where I met some great
people & business. Support was universal. I sat on the board of Leadership Kitsap where I connected with a beltway
compnay doing a navy contract called ECRC, Eric Anderson of Anderson & Asso. ( now priciple of Liberty Bay bank with
another supporter from that time Marie Gallager of Coldwell Banker) Dave Gitch, Harrison Hospital & many more) In
2000 I took a powerpoint presentation on the road in Washingon State (see below). One of the high points was an
event arrainged at WSU in Jefferson County for the leadership on the Olympic Penninsula. About 135 people. I was
supose to talk for 45 min., they asked me to keep going for another 1/2 hr. All these stories and more will be online
soon. I have just completed 14hrs of audio interviews with a former talk show host documenting my history.

2. Please describe how your business meets our mission of benefitting the local
community economically, socially or environmentally.
The example & model I created goes way beyond your mission statement. It was & can be a foundation upon which to
create & innovate. Taking advantage of a factor little understood buy all outside of market traders.... TIMING. This is
where I excelled in my designs, models & allowed me to demonstrate the potential in just 2 projects of many that could
account for 34 million dollars (estimated) of income annually for the greater Puget Sound area (based on results of
similar project elsewhere in United States). In both cases the opposition to this entrepreneurial creation came form what
I affectionately refer to as the Bainbridge Mafia (aka. LTAC+). Don't worry, there is 22 years of documentation to back
all this up. This will be a most unusual grant application (did one similar to the 2008 LTAC led by Barry Perters, Kim
Bracket & Hillary Franzs (City of BI), they threatened to sue me as a result. AG's office has massive amounts of
documentation on this subject. There is a current event on BI around this subject which will involve the chamber & by
default your bank & Home Town (board members)
On the subject of social & environmental, community websites are all about that. They could be social networking on
the highest level. I proved it. However with the DotCom crash and the 2007 crash I had to shift gears into focusing on
economic development infrastructure models. I already knew what I needed on the government & social fronts. By the
way, my next evolution is not about community websites. The ISP Channel event coming after the economic & scocial
structure of Bainbridge Island and 3 meetings with a team of Microsoft people confirmed my new direction. Mayor
Dwight Sutton quote: "The City cannot be part of a Community Website because I help businesses" explains it all. If
you take just the older Bainbridge site (bicomnet.com) & the newer on (bainbridgeisland.org) buried in those depths are
over 200o project created arouond community relevance. In that history are free websites for businesses, community
information, indiviuals, socially significant projects all mostly for free. What will also be of signifincants are the websites
for the Chamber of Commerce, Downtown assoc, Arts & Humanities, Arts & Crafts, Lodging Assoc... What do you
know, the LTAC Mafia. All for free and maintained for years while they figured out email & the value of the internet. The
historical value of what I have created has no measure. the story of the journey & it's results is is beyond measured
value in the world at this time of net neutrality, FCC, global econmice, etc. It is the substance of the powerpoint
presentation in 2000 & now the audio history.
I have massive documents from years of outreach. Being a bank you may find one from a Portland Bank, Shore Bank
(east coast roots) interested in my ability to create rural economic developement or the counry of Slovakia with my
concepts of global trade communities (my office was their west coast consulate while I helped them get established)

3. How would $20,000 give your business an edge?
Bring the right people forward, companies, foundations together for a Northwest model for a nation. All the tools &
experiences to prove the future path have already been created as a model, experienced and proven in my last 22
years. A foundation of ethics and integrity is paramount. Other wise your money is wasted (Bainbridge is the proof).
I have a long list of people & organization who have seen the presentation to backs up what can be done. I have a new
model that delivers a visual image of a structure rapidly. I have proven the power of teh presentation which will need to
be upgraded. What I didn't have before is what we call in marketing " the closer". they saw what was needed & what
could happen but; "How do they get there from here". The solution in in the development of the domain names. In the
support of existing entities all ready in existence (we don't reinvent wheels) Example: Kaufman Foundation, Sloan
Foundation, Annenberg, Skoll, Electronic Frountier as examples. There are many companies in my history that were
supportive: Tectell, ECRC, Concurrent Technology, WSU, OTED, CTED, (even Safeway gave me a bump when Town
& Country was sucked into the Mafia). They all saw the corruption I was up against & were reluctant to come forward at
the time. With ethical leadership that would change. Did a test on the Kitsap level about a year ago to see if anything
had changed... it failed. The plan is deep & vast but part of what I have proven is who much someone with my
knowledge & experience can do with so little. I want to create economic engines. I have created the opportunities
before & can do it again. Timing is important and a machine of implementation at the ready.

4. What is your vision of success for your company?
It will not be my company. My original vision involved government & community evolving a structure that would meld
with business, big mistake. The short course in the scope of this grant application... they are both corrupt & incompetent
(confirmed in a meeting with a Palo Alto venture capitalist). Business side will be another story. Getting “the story” out
into the nation with a foundation to implement a new paradigms and an ENABLING STRUCTURES for innovators &
entrepreneurs. (my 22 year old story proves the need for this). I proved the value of this story in many presentation
around 2000 to 2002 through out Washington State funded in part by Pacific NW Title (great people with integrity &
vision). Something I should note in this section... I am not presenting something that is a “good idea”, something that we
might do, not a “here is a piece & we can do this next”. Everything I will show you and the world shortly has already be
accomplished & verified. Well documented over two decades. What is most important is why we could not implement
these models and infrastructure into this community when it was demonstrated at my cost and given away freely to this
community? I believe there are innovators working on project in the tech world that have pieces that can be assets &
may be interested. I need a secure way to contact them. Choosing the right business structure from the start is
important. I envision a public/private partnership but need advice here. I need to make it clear to all this is not about
Bainbridge. In fact Bainbridge needs to be quarantined from this. They are too destructive. That said, Senator Rolphs
is key to this on the government level. She has keep pace with me for most of the history I have & will relate. She is my
primary “credible witness” which is what I have stated to her a couple of years ago as what I need from her when the
timing is right. The other question I will ask of her is where she wants to be on the subject of “leadership”. Marie
Cantwell & Patty Murray could have a role in this also (Norn Dix son working for Marie Cantwell at the time was in a
phone conference I spoke at with OTED & Concurrent Technology when they asked me to do a website for the “Cluster
Project” after talking of my accomplishments for less than 5 min.) When I launch my story project it with start with what I
call the “tip of the iceberg”. An invitation from a Washington DC beltway company to take what I had proven & created
here to the Federal government for funding on the National level. The details of the 2 projects that had the potential to
creat 34 million dollars of economic value for Puget Sound region & this area. Then I will elaborate from there with more
good stories.

5. How much has been invested in your company/product thus far?
(Including sweat equity and direct investments). Has your business been a recipient
of other grants or small business awards?
22 years of my time ( seven days a week) and life, about 40K personal cash set aside for retirement, credit card debt to
max, bankruptcy 2004, Marry Terry $1400 (great local merchant), Bruce McClay $1400 ( local diver, businessman, beat
up by City). Pacific NW Title approx $8K (built there website and net marketing strategy, funded me at their office to
develop a powerpoint presentation to take on the road to educate other communities and leaders across the state.
Purchased Boxlight Projector for my use, era – 1999-2002). Oh, and a one time $1200 LTAC grant as consultation prize
for exposing the first most corrupt LTAC grant in the history of the City of Bainbridge Island (second one was Barry
Peters 2008 LTAC grant which a letter from the AG's office I secured shut them down in discrace). It will be relevant in a
current story.

6. Video URL (YouTube or Vimeo) - Give us your elevator pitch(tell us what you do,
what you sell, the service you offer…) (Limit 2 minutes). This can be as simple as a
video made on a smartphone/hand held device. Be creative!
Alfred Hitchcock had a favorite elevator story...
It was about a horrendous accident he saw just coming into the hotel. At every floor he paused at a critical punch line in
the story just as the door opened for people to get off. Soon the doors opened but no one got off. When he got to his
floor he was at the most critical part in the story, the doors opened, he stepped out & the doors closed behind him. He
turned to his secretary & said in a droll voice: “that is my elevator story”.
I think this is the 6th floor of my application, my time to get off.
http://lizmar.com/kfty40th/
This will take you into my past not quite where it all started but I am one of the few people in this nation that has had the
experience of building a television station from scratch. Including the transmitter on the mountain, mobile unit, studios,
nightly news casts, documentaries, etc. What eventually put me on my path to Boeing & the internet among many other
things. I am in several of the shots running camera, technical directing and production work. I was 20 years old.
I may pass on a few more things to you at a later date as my other plans unfold. Watch for information specific to you on
these addresses:

